Endoscopic sensing of alveolar pH
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Abstract: Previously unobtainable measurements of alveolar pH were obtained using an endoscope-deployable optrode. The pH sensing was achieved using functionalized gold nanoshell sensors and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The optrode consisted of an asymmetric dual-core optical fiber designed for spatially separating the optical pump delivery and signal collection, in order to circumvent the unwanted Raman signal generated within the fiber. Using this approach, we demonstrate a ~100-fold increase in SERS signal-to-fiber background ratio, and demonstrate multiple site pH sensing with a measurement accuracy of ± 0.07 pH units in the respiratory acini of an ex vivo ovine lung model. We also demonstrate that alveolar pH changes in response to ventilation.
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1. Introduction

The distal lung alveolar acinar regions are responsible for gas exchange. In health, the acini are devoid of infiltrating inflammatory cells and pathogens, while in inflammatory lung diseases such as pneumonia, the pathological hallmark involves dense infiltration by myeloid derived peripheral blood cells. These infiltrating cells have an arsenal of microbicidal targeted killing mechanisms including oxidative and proteolytic secretomes, which have the potential to drastically perturb physiological homeostasis in the alveoli and also induce host tissue damage. In pulmonary diseases characterized by inflammation and infection, homeostatic baselines of physiology may be significantly off-set, yet in trying to understand human disease, many biological processes are modeled in vitro with little knowledge about the physiological state of the distal lung due to the inability to concurrently access the alveolar sacs and perform real-time sensing. pH is a key parameter that is tightly regulated in cells and microenvironments. In the lung, a thin film of airway surface liquid lines the air-facing surface of the lungs. The conducting airways are lined with a mucus gel-aqueous sol complex of up to 100 microns in depth called air surface liquid (ASL) whilst the alveolar regions are lined with a complex of alveolar subphase fluid (AVSF) and pulmonary surfactant [1]. ASL pH is acidic compared to blood pH and in vivo in healthy humans ASL has been recorded as 6.6 using a bronchoscopically-deployed pH electrode [2]. In preclinical models, the ASL pH has been measured to be between 6.8 and 7.1 [3] and has also been shown to be responsive to changes to blood pH as well as to apical challenges of acid and alkali [1,4]. In contrast, current understanding of the AVSF is limited by the technological hurdles of measuring pH in the distal lung. Studies suggest that the AVSF pH is 6.9 in anesthetized rabbits [5].

Environmental pH may be a determinant of effective host innate defense against invading pathogens, with acidic pH having pleiotropic effects on encouraging bacterial growth, inactivating antibiotics and promoting resistance [6], reducing the clearance of neutrophils in inflammatory foci and promoting host damage through enhancing neutrophil activation and delaying apoptosis [7], reducing the microbicidal activity of endogenous cationic antimicrobial peptides [8] and impairing alveolar macrophage function [9,10]. Hence, the ability to quantify and monitor AVSF pH could provide a key biomarker of distal lung innate defense. Since such measurements have previously been impossible to achieve due to technological constraints, the aim of this work was to engineer and evaluate a ‘first-in-class’ alveolar pH sensor with high sensitivity and the ability to serially measure alveolar pH.

Due to the sequential branching and ever decreasing size of the respiratory tract, the terminal entry to alveoli is best achieved through a transbronchial approach with a small diameter optical fiber. Hence in this work, a pH sensing optrode was engineered to be compatible with a bronchoscope that could navigate to the 3rd order bronchi prior to extending the optrode into the respiratory acinar units. The prerequisites of the optrode included robust packaging to ensure the chemical sensors remain attached at the distal end, the ability for the optrode to measure pH in disparate bronchopulmonary segments and a high degree of sensitivity.

2. Sensing mechanism, instrument design and fabrication

We report the experimental implementation of a bronchoscope-deployable optical fiber based pH sensing probe (an optrode), and the validation of the optrode in a whole ex vivo ovine lung model (Fig. 1). The 1.2 mm wide optrode operates using 150 nm gold nanoshells deposited on the distal-end of the optrode, functionalized with para-mercaptobenzoic acid (p-MBA), a molecule that has been well characterized as being sensitive to pH changes in the physiological range [11–13]. The pH response of the p-MBA molecule can be interrogated by
exciting it using a spectrally narrow optical pump, in order to generate a Raman spectrum of the molecule. The strength of the Raman signal is dramatically increased by spectrally tuning the pump signal to match the plasmonic resonance of the gold nanoshells (785 nm), a process known as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). There are multiple potential benefits of using SERS-based sensing as an analytical technique. For example, the spectral signatures from Raman-active analytes can be detected with exceptional sensitivity and specificity [14] due to the plasmonic enhancement of the otherwise weak Raman signal.
Furthermore, SERS sensors offer the inherent possibility for multiplexed sensing. Whilst the endoscopic application of a SERS based fiber-optic sensor was recently demonstrated in \textit{ex vivo} animal tissue, it was based on the local delivery of SERS nanoparticles [15], while the large lateral
dimension of this instrument (5.3 mm) precludes its use in the distal lung (alveoli) and other anatomical sites where miniaturization is required for access and safety. An endoscopic imaging system (lateral dimension 2.5 mm) using 37 optical fibers was recently demonstrated to visualize topically applied SERS nanoparticles in the rat esophagus [16]. Although using more collection paths enables higher signal collection efficiency, there is clearly a trade-off between increased signal collection and engineering a sufficiently compact distal probe that can be accommodated within the alveolar microenvironment.

The possibility of combining the sensitivity of SERS sensors with the flexibility of optical fibers, has led to the emergence of lab-on-fiber technology [17]. For \textit{in vivo} applications, an
end-coupled optrode sensing scheme [18,19] is well-suited, as it enables the use of a single optical fiber to deliver (collect) the pump (signal) light to (from) the SERS sensors on the distal facet. However, the practical realization of this has proved difficult due to the intrinsic Raman signal generated by the fiber itself. In the low wavenumber region (≤ 2000 cm\(^{-1}\)) [20], SERS spectra acquired using bidirectional optrodes are accompanied by an intense broad continuum due to inelastic scattering from Raman-active material of the fiber core (typically doped silica) along which guided mode(s) of the monochromatic excitation pump light propagate(s). This background Raman spectrum can be overwhelming due to the long interaction length in the fiber, and has imposed limitations on the optrode sensing scheme. Several probe designs to circumvent this problem have been investigated [21–28], but these solutions are relatively bulky (multi-fiber, large bore) and therefore not suitable for alveolar pH sensing [18,29]. With the future clinical impact of SERS-on-a-fiber optrodes in mind, an additional key factor that must also be considered is manufacturability. The ideal technology would, for example, require only a single fiber, with only minimal additional packaging requirements.

To address the points outlined above, we have designed and fabricated an asymmetric dual core optical fiber, the cross section of which contains a 2 µm diameter single-mode core (SM at 785 nm) for pump delivery and excitation of the SERS sensors at the distal end, and a 28 µm multimode (MM) core for the collection of the SERS signals and transportation to diagnostics at the proximal end (see Fig. 2). To provide a platform for the deposition of the SERS sensors, a short length (~1.0 mm) of commercial MM fiber (50 µm diameter, step-index Ge-doped core, outer diameter of 125 µm) was spliced to the distal end of the dual-core fiber (see Fig. 1). The loss across this splice for 785 nm light was measured to be < 0.5 dB for 785 nm light contained in the 28 µm core, while the measured loss in the reverse direction was ~6 dB, consistent with that expected due to the geometric difference between the core dimensions in the current design. In the future, we expect that this loss can be significantly reduced through optimized design and fabrication of the dual-core fiber. The length of the MM fiber was only ~0.03% the length of the dual-core fiber (3 m), and was deliberately kept short to minimize any Raman background originating from it. This short length was still observed to be sufficient to ensure high spatial overlap of the mode structure at the distal end-facet generated by the SM pump excitation and the region from which the MM core can collect SERS signal. This optrode design ensures that the large amount of silica background Raman signal generated in the excitation core by the pump was not collected and transmitted to our spectrometer by the collection core. The fiber was fabricated from pure silica with high index Ge-doped silica regions forming our two cores. Our excitation core was offset from the center of the fiber and the much-larger collection core was positioned in the center of the fiber (see Section A.1 for fabrication details). The effective diameter encircling the excitation and collection cores was 47 µm and the outer diameter of the fiber was 125 µm.

To provide structural robustness and functional preservation of the probe during repeated transbronchial passes which are required to access the distal lung, the spliced MM section was accommodated in a bespoke fused silica end-cap, which was fabricated using ultrafast laser inscription and selective chemical wet-etching [30] (Fig. 1 inset photograph, see Section A.2 for details). After an intermediate assembly step, a 20 µm recess was machined into the facet of the 50 µm MM core using 800 nm, femtosecond laser pulses. This end-preparation was primarily performed to reduce nanoshell loss during transbronchial passes. A secondary advantage is that the femtosecond machining process also roughens the glass surface, reducing the specular Fresnel reflection of the forward scattered Raman-background. The entire length of the fiber, together with the silica end-cap, was sheathed inside a biocompatible polymer (PEEK tubing) with a total outer diameter of 1.5 mm, a diameter compatible with the working channel of most bronchoscopes. p-MBA functionalized Au nanoshells were deposited onto the end-prepared facet of the optrode, which was pre-treated with poly-L-lysine to augment adherence of the nanoshells to the machined silica surface.
Finally, the end-facet of the miniature probe was encapsulated with a permeable sol-gel layer to further inhibit contact-induced nanoshell loss.

3. Results

3.1 On-bench instrument calibration

For all experiments, a pump wavelength of 785 nm was used, with a power of ~0.4 mW exiting the probe after absorption by the SERS nanoshells. Preliminary experiments indicated that this power would avoid degradation (due to heating) of the SERS signal. Comparative spectra obtained using the probe under normal and “background-suppressed” modes of operation (see Fig. 2, Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)) indicated a ~100-fold increase in SERS signal-to-fiber background ratio, whilst the SERS spectrum of the p-MBA molecule (Fig. 3(c)) was almost completely identical to that recorded on gold-coated slides [13]. The variation of the p-MBA SERS spectrum obtained using the packaged miniaturized optrode was calibrated using buffers with pH values ranging from 4.0 to 9.0 (see Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)). Under alkaline conditions (pH 9.0 and above), the p-MBA molecule is known to be mainly de-protonated [31], which results in a relatively stronger response to pH change as can be clearly seen for the peak at ~1420 cm$^{-1}$ in Fig. 3(d).
The raw spectra were analyzed in two ways (i) with simple subtraction of the spectral shape of a known fiber background, the magnitude of which was normalized to a reference Raman-shift position (1070 cm\(^{-1}\)) that was known to be invariant with pH or (ii) computationally processed using machine learning algorithms devised to adaptively learn the pH driven changes, and remove the contribution of the spectra due to any residual fiber-background (see Section 3.1.2). The post-processed spectra were subsequently evaluated for ratiometric changes in the area under the curve (AUC), within a ± 25 cm\(^{-1}\) window of the peaks at 1380 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\), the spectral features known to be most sensitive to pH [32] (Fig. 3(d)) and demonstrated a clear and consistent variation within the physiologically relevant pH range (Fig. 3(e)). In a separate experiment, the intrinsic measurement accuracy of the probe at pH 6.4 and pH 7.4 was evaluated to be ± 0.07 pH units (see Section 3.1.3). The results obtained from a separate experiment within the pH 6.0 – pH 7.0 range, using 55 measurements and the same methodology as above is presented in Fig. 4.

### 3.1.1 Computational data processing

A typical background-suppressed SERS spectrum acquired using the fiber-optic probe is primarily composed of two components, the ‘signal’ component \(s(x; pH)\) that originates due to the pH sensitive Raman response of the reporter molecules and a residual ‘background’ component \(b(x)\) generated by the Raman active material of the fiber. Here, \(x\) denotes Raman shift in cm\(^{-1}\). Throughout the following, we denote signal and background spectra as vectors of Raman intensities at predetermined Raman shifts. The scale of \(s\) depends on the density of the deposited reporter molecules and the scale of \(b\) is influenced by the length, material, mode structure and numerical aperture of the fiber core [33], while the scales of both \(s\) and \(b\) depend on the data acquisition time. Therefore, the components \(s\) and \(b\) exhibit scale indeterminacy, i.e. their accurate determination is limited by an unknown scaling factor. The respective contributions of \(b\) and \(s\) in the final spectrum \((s)\) may vary between replicate measurements, especially if such measurements are spaced over extended time intervals, due
to change in single-mode input coupling or contact induced loss of reporter molecules. The final spectrum can therefore be expressed as follows:

\[ \tilde{s}(pH, r) = c_s^r s(pH) + c_b^r \]

where \( \tilde{s}, b, s \) represent the final spectrum, the background and signal contributions respectively, \( c_s, c_s, c_b \) are the strengths of the respective contributing spectra, and \( r \) denotes replicate.

Note: The exact shape of the p-MBA SERS spectrum is not known. This is counterintuitive, as the spectra \( (s) \) can be acquired from a functionalized slide instead of a fiber, which should in principle, reveal the spectral shape \( (s = s) \) without the fiber background \( (b = 0) \). However, we observed that the p-MBA spectra from functionalized slides acquired at different pH environments exhibit a non-vanishing lower envelope, which is similar but not identical between spectra. This finite offset may be attributed to being an inherent feature of the molecules’ Raman signature, although some variable contribution due to instrument bias cannot be disregarded. Thus, any algorithmic estimation of signal characteristics \( (s) \) within the final spectrum \( (\tilde{s}) \) should optimally ascertain the degree to which the offset should be included in \( s \) or indeed merged with \( b \).

The change in pH is estimated by observing the change in specific parts of the spectrum. Typically, we observed the two most pH sensitive spectral windows to be in the vicinity of 1380 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) for the p-MBA reporter. Following Jaworska et al. [32], we compute the area under the Raman spectrum around these frequencies with a window size of 50 cm\(^{-1}\) to characterize a pH value.

3.1.2 Background shape estimation

Estimating the contribution of background in a SERS spectrum \( (s) \) is a well-studied problem in the literature [34], where established methods are based on the assumption that the background \( (b) \) is smooth, and that the SERS signal \( (s) \) is composed of peaks at characteristic frequencies, depending on the reporter molecule. These methods tend to work well when the aforementioned assumptions are satisfied and in particular, when one is interested in the well-defined ‘narrow’ peaks. However, in our observations, the spectral regions of interest in the vicinity of 1380 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) are composed of ‘broad’ peaks, which cannot be discriminated well from a smoothly varying background \( (b) \). Depending on the parameters of the background estimation method, these peaks of interest risk being incorporated in the background. Additionally, since such broad peaks are relatively less prominent, even slight variations in the estimated background \( (b) \) can lead to the poor estimation of signal characteristics. Thus, we observe that estimating the background \( (b) \) separately for each spectrum, usually leads to large variation in signal characteristics between replicate measurements. Therefore, to avoid this issue we jointly estimate the background \( (b) \) from multiple SERS spectra.

We applied adaptive iterative reweighted penalized least squares (airPLS) [35] in estimating the background \( (b) \) from the spectra \( (s) \) by minimising the following cost function:

\[ (\tilde{s} - b)^T W(\tilde{s} - b) + \lambda \| \Lambda^2 b \|^2 \]
Fig. 5. Typical shape of p-MBA SERS, background and residual spectra acquired using the fiber optic optrode. The residual spectra were obtained using (a) a measured background spectrum and (b) background estimated using adaptive iterative reweighed penalized least squares (airPLS). The measured background is subtracted by estimating its strength using airPLS by keeping the background (b) fixed and learning the coefficient (c^T_i). We observe that although the measured background exhibits a lower envelope of a typical p-MBA SERS spectrum (obtained through the fiber) at Raman shifts lower than 1200 cm^-1, it is not so at shifts higher than 1200 cm^-1.

where W is a diagonal matrix with entries \( W_{ii} = p \) if \( s_i > \bar{b}_i \) and 1 otherwise, \( \Delta^h b \) denotes a vector of h order differences between consecutive entries of \( b \). Here the first term penalizes negative errors more than positive errors (by choosing \( 0 < p << 1 \)) thus estimating a lower envelope of the signal whereas the second term imposes a regularity constraint of the estimated background.

We modify this approach slightly to share background among several spectra as follows:

\[
\sum_i (s^i - c^T_i b)^T W^i (s^i - c^T_i b) + \lambda \| \Delta^2 b \|^2
\]

where \( c^T_i b \) are strength of background \( b \) in spectra \( s^i \). Notice that \( s_i \) denotes the i-th entry of vector \( s \), and \( s' \) denotes the i-th vector. After estimating the background, we ascertain the signal spectrum \( s' \) as \( s' = s^i - c^T_i b \) and compute the subsequently relevant signal characteristics. Notice that in the case of a known background, \( b \) can be fixed, therefore only \( c^T_i \)'s need to be learned. Figure 5 illustrates the shape of a typical residual spectrum obtained by subtracting a measured background from the SERS spectrum and its comparison to the residual obtained when the background was estimated using airPLS.

3.1.3 Intrinsic measurement accuracy of the fiber-optic optrode

The in vitro measurements were performed over extended periods (pH 4.0 – 9.0: 9 hours and pH 6.0 – 7.0: 4 hours) where, due to the randomized nature of the measurements, the replicate spectra acquired for each pH were spaced apart by long time intervals. In order to determine the measurement accuracy of the fiber-optic optrode, we performed consecutive measurements at two pH values, 6.4 and 7.4 respectively, with each spectrum acquired over 60 seconds. The AUC ratio was observed to drift with time after 2 hours, thus samples of 50 spectra (acquired in less than 1 hour) were considered for assessing the measurement accuracy.
The AUC ratios were obtained for pH 6.4 and 7.4 using spectra acquired with (Fig. 6(a)) and without (Fig. 6(b)) background suppression. Computational data processing yielded the intrinsic measurement accuracy of the fiber-optic optrode to be 0.07 pH units compared to 0.12 pH units in the case where no background suppression was applied. In Fig. 3(e) it is clear that the results from replicate acquisitions have shifted during the course of the extended (9 hours) measurement. We therefore infer that the variance in the AUC ratio observed in the in vitro measurements shown in Fig. 3(e) and Fig. 4 are a consequence of the measurements being staggered over prolonged intervals. In this respect, factors such as ambient temperature induced shift in optical alignment to the SM fiber core and the sensitivity of the pH buffer to thermal currents caused by the laser irradiation, cannot be disregarded. However, these factors do not limit the intrinsic measurement accuracy of the technology being presented in this work.

3.2 Predicting unknown alveolar pH

The packaged miniaturized probe was recalibrated between pH 4.0 – 9.0 using pH buffers on the day of the ovine lung model experiments, data from which were subsequently used to analyze the spectra obtained from alveolar acinar units. To predict the unknown pH values in the ovine lung model experiments, the relationship between the AUC ratio and pH was modeled using Gaussian process regression [36] from an appropriate calibration data set. We used the Matlab implementation available at the following link: (http://www.gaussianprocess.org/gpml/code/matlab/doc/).

3.2.1 Evaluation and validation using an ex vivo ovine lung model

An ex vivo ventilated ovine lung model (Fig. 7(a)) was used to demonstrate the feasibility of performing serial alveolar pH measurements in disparate bronchopulmonary segments of a human-size lung. Specifically, six distal subsegments (Fig. 7(b)) in the lung were first instilled with 10 mL of buffer solutions with pH values ranging from 2.0 to 12.0. The perfusion and ventilation circuits used for the model are illustrated in Fig. 7(c). For the first experiment, the lung was not perfused in order to prevent the instilled solutions from accessing perfused vasculature and affecting other subsegments. After a 30-minute interval to permit self-
buffering, the subsegments were sequentially interrogated using the probe and spectra recorded with an integration time of 60 s using 0.4 mW of 785 nm coherent excitation light (Fig. 7(d)). To obtain these measurements, the working channel of a standard flexible bronchoscope was used to navigate the packaged fiber-optic probe through the bronchial tree prior to a transbronchial pass into the alveolar space of each subsegment. Alveolar sensing was ensured through proximally wedging the bronchoscope in 3rd order bronchi and extending the optode sheath a defined distance to reach the subpleural alveolar regions. For each subsegment, the location of the probe at the distal end was marked on the exterior of the lung and three spectra were obtained at each location. At the end of the experiment, three incisions were made within the vicinity (~ 5 mm) of each marked location and a commercial large-bore tissue pH monitor (Mettler Toledo) was used to measure the pH in the respective subsegments. The decision to objectively validate the optical measurements using multiple closely-spaced incisions was primarily based on the large difference in bore diameter between the two probes and the consequence impracticality of precisely determining (within millimeters) the exact location in the alveoli where the fiber-optic interrogation was performed. For the six subsegments interrogated using the fiber-optic probe, the alveolar pH evaluated from the spectral AUC ratio was found to be in good agreement with the pH measured using the commercial probe (Fig. 7(e)). Each subsegment showed the expected deviation in pH from that of the pre-instilled fluid due to self-buffering, while in 3 subsegments (1, 2 and 4), the pH measured using the commercial probe revealed notable
variations (>0.8 pH units) across a short spatial measurement range (<1 cm). These variations resulted in an apparent lowering in correlation between the validation and optrode measurements.

3.2.2 Monitoring the effect of ventilatory arrest on alveolar pH using a perfused and ventilated ex vivo ovine lung model

A second experiment was conducted using an ex vivo lung perfusion (EVLP) and ventilated model in which ventilation was stopped, in order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the optrode to temporal variations in the distal lung pH and also to observe if blood pH and alveolar pH are correlated. In this experiment, a single subsegment in the lung was selected and the optrode was positioned in the subpleural alveolar region through the working channel of the bronchoscope. Over the duration of 60 minutes, samples of perfused blood were extracted at 10-minute intervals and the pH measured with a commercial pH probe while alveolar SERS spectra were concurrently acquired using the optrode. The temporal variations in alveolar pH were consistent with that of perfused blood, with both measurements showing a correlated reduction in pH when ventilation was ceased (Fig. 7(f)).

4. Discussion

Understanding alveolar physiology in humans is an important scientific endeavor. Alveolar pH is a key determinant of host innate defense against microbial challenge. The increasing and inexorable rise of antimicrobial resistance necessitates efforts to better define and develop strategies to augment host defense and hence the temporal measurement and potential manipulation of pH in the lung may represent an alternative strategy to augment host defense. Current pulmonary sampling approaches such as bronchoalveolar lavage, transbronchial lung biopsy or transbronchial needle aspiration are not appropriate for bedside in situ physiologic monitoring and aspirate samples are ordinarily examined using in vitro cytologic and histochemical methods. Moreover, the pH of post-aspirated fluid or biopsies are not representative of the pH of the endogenous and epithelial lining fluids within the alveolar environment due to the intrusive nature of the aspiration process and uncertainties such as aspirate sampling, volume, dilution and temperature. Whilst there have been some attempts at measuring ASL pH in both preclinical and clinical environments [2,3], there have been no descriptions of serial alveolar pH measurements.

Current knowledge of alveolar physiology is based upon in vitro models and also ultrastructural imaging of fixed and processed samples [37]. This has led to conjecture about the consequences of inflammation and disease on pH in the AVSF [1]. The work presented here focused on developing a robust engineering platform to provide an approach for measuring alveolar pH. We chose to use SERS chemical sensors as they provide exceptional sensitivity alongside with future multiplexing capability. A big challenge with optical fiber-based SERS sensing is the sufficient removal of background Raman from the fiber and to overcome this, we deployed a simple and compact optrode design to enable a ~100-fold increase in SERS signal-to-fiber background ratio, and delivered a pH accuracy of ± 0.07 pH units.

We tested the optrode in a large lung model to simulate technical challenges likely to be encountered in human lung sensing. The major findings of this work include the demonstration of high sensitivity and accuracy of the optrode in measuring alveolar AVSF pH. Disparate measurements in distinct bronchopulmonary segments after acid and alkali challenge alongside the temporal response of acidification of the AVSF in response to hypoventilation provide strong evidence of potential performance capability.

Further testing is now required in vivo in primary models of disease and human lungs to further test performance and to provide for the first time in situ human alveolar pH sensing. For clinical translation, the nature of the technological solution is an invasive medical device, which now requires to undergo biocompatibility, sterilization validation and also safety
assessment prior to entering clinic followed by iterative clinical evaluation in phased studies. The small quantity of SERS particles that are immobilized at the distal tip are unlikely to cause pulmonary toxicology but formal toxicology is required. As no ‘gold-standard’ currently exists for human alveolar pH, an inherent challenge will be ongoing calibration to ensure that the system performance is deemed to be acceptable in clinical trials.

5. Conclusion

The optrode demonstrated here is a generic platform that can be multiplexed with other SERS reporters to enable the concurrent in vivo and in situ monitoring of additional physiologically relevant parameters in the alveolar space such as oxygen tension and glucose levels. The observed factor of ~100-fold improvement in signal to background, implies that the measurement is no longer limited by the Raman contribution from the fiber. We emphasize that future work will aim to increase the efficiency of the SERS signal collection at the distal-end, for example through further optimization of the number of collection cores, their shape and geometry, and by making more use of the space currently unused at the distal-end. This technological advance will be even more important for SERS molecular reporters with signal features at lower Raman shift, where fiber background is orders of magnitude larger. It is envisaged that with further development and ongoing improvements in SERS sensitivity and optical performance, this technology platform has the potential to complement endoscopic procedures and generate novel and unique signatures of distal lung physiology, in order to improve our understanding of pulmonary biology.

Code availability

The code is available via Edinburgh DataShare (http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1583).

Data availability

The experimental data is available via Edinburgh DataShare (http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1583).

Appendix

Fig. 8. Fabrication stages of the dual core fiber. Stage one, the formation of the stack to include the small excitation core. Pure silica rods (shown in grey) are stacked between two nested pure silica tubes, except that one of the rods contains a Ge-doped core (shown in blue) to form the small excitation core in the final fiber. Stage two, formation of the large collection core. A large rod with a Ge-doped core was inserted into the hollow preform drawn from the stack, then drawn down to form the final fiber. An optical micrograph of a transverse cross-section of the fiber is shown in the bottom right corner. The high-index core regions appear lighter in the image, with the small excitation core visible at “11 o’clock”. The scale bar is 20 μm.
A.1 Fabrication of asymmetric dual-core fiber

The fiber was fabricated in two stages using a modification to the stack-and-draw method developed to make photonic crystal fibers [38]. Firstly, a stack to support the small SM excitation core was formed by placing undoped-silica rods, each 0.63 mm in diameter and 1.2 m long, in the circular gap between two nested silica tubes with outer/inner diameters of 25.0/11.0 mm and 9.5/8.8 mm respectively. The excitation core was included by replacing one of the rods with a rod drawn (on a fiber drawing tower) from a commercial MM fiber preform containing a Ge-doped graded-index core with a maximum numerical aperture of 0.3 (Fig. 8). This circular stack was drawn down to form a hollow preform. Secondly, the large multimode signal collection core was formed by inserting a rod drawn from the same commercial preform (but to a different size) into the void in the hollow preform. The whole assembly was then drawn down to form the final fiber. In both stages, unwanted interstitial air gaps were evacuated to collapse them during the draw and form a solid fiber. The small core had a slight elliptical deformation with a long axis less than 2 µm making the core single mode at the operating wavelength of 785 nm. The center-to-center core separation was 24 µm. The spacing between the cores and significant mismatch between core sizes meant that less than –30 dB power was evanescently coupled from the excitation core to the signal collection core at the pump wavelength (785 nm) following propagation over a length of approximately 2 m when only the excitation core was excited at the opposite end.

A.2 Distal-end assembly

The distal end-cap for the optrode was fabricated by directly inscribing a three-dimensional support structure in a transparent (at 1030 nm) fused silica substrate (Corning) using focused (with a 0.4 NA aspheric lens) femtosecond pulses from a commercial micro-Joule fiber laser system (MenloSystems, BlueCut). The substrate was translated through the focus at a speed of 4 mm.s⁻¹ using high-precision air-bearing translation stages (Aerotech). Using suitable irradiation conditions (wavelength: 1030 nm, pulse duration: ~350 fs, repetition rate: 0.5 MHz, pulse energy: 550 nJ), the etching selectivity of the laser modified regions was enhanced [39] relative to the bulk material and subsequently dissolved in a dilute (5%, aqueous) solution of hydrofluoric-acid within 2 hours. The end-cap, with a length of 1 mm and a maximum outer diameter of 1.2 mm, featured a 150 µm diameter inner slot to accommodate the 125 µm wide polymer-stripped section of the fiber optrode. The fiber-optrode and end-cap assembly was packaged inside a 2.5 m long protective biocompatible sheath (PEEK). Permanent bonding of the distal components was performed using ultraviolet curing optical adhesive (Norland NOA61).

A.3 SERS nanoshells preparation

Nanoshells (1 mL, 2x10⁹ particles/mL, ~150 nm, Bare AuroShell™ Particles in deionized water, Nanospectra Biosciences Inc.) were collected by centrifugation (5500 rpm, 10 min) and the supernatant was removed (800 µL). Distilled water (dH₂O - 900 µL) and p-MBA (100 µL, 1.0 mM in EtOH) were added to the remaining suspension. The nanoshell / p-MBA suspension was incubated overnight and excess p-MBA was removed by centrifugation (5500 rpm, 10 min). The supernatant was removed (1 mL) and the functionalized nanoshells were re-suspended in water (400 µL). The centrifugation wash step was repeated a further twice. After the final wash step, all but the final <100µL supernatant was removed and the functionalized nanoshells were re-suspended with sonication.

A.4 Poly-L-lysine preparation

Poly-L-lysine (0.1 mg/mL in distilled water, 30000-70000 MW, Sigma Aldrich).
A.5 Sol-gel preparation
The sol-gel was prepared as per Grant et al. [40], with the exception that MilliQ was used instead of deionized, distilled water.

A.6 pH buffer measurements
For on-bench calibration (see Section 3.1), p-MBA SERS spectra were acquired using the packaged miniaturized optrode from a total of 33 separate pH buffers within the pH 4.0 – 9.0 range. Of these, 21 pH buffers were prepared with pH increments of 0.1-pH units to sample the physiologically relevant pH 6.0 – 8.0 range. The pH 4.0 – 5.75 and pH 8.25 – 9.0 ranges were sampled using 8 and 4 pH buffers respectively, prepared in pH increments of 0.25-pH units. A SERS spectrum was obtained while the distal end of the optrode was submerged in each buffer for the duration of the spectral acquisition time. In total, 165 spectra were obtained, with the measurements split into 5 replicates, where a replicate consisted of placing the optrode in each of the 33 pH buffers. The order of the measurements within each replicate was random.

A.7 Ex-vivo ovine lung model
Ovine lungs were from ewes destined for cull and were euthanized under Schedule 1 of Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Heart and lungs were excised from the culled donor sheep and immediately flushed with 0.9% sterile NaCl (Baxter) (with the addition of Heparin sodium (LEO Laboratories Limited, Berkshire UK) at 500 U.L\(^{-1}\) for perfusion models). Lungs were held on ice until commencement of ventilation, whereby they were placed inside a neonatal incubator (Druger Isolette C2000) and maintained at 35 °C, 50% humidity. Lungs were prepared for ventilation using a soft tracheal tube (Rusch) and hand ventilation. Once recruitment was observed for the whole lung, automated ventilation was initiated (Breas PV 403 PEEP) by gradually increasing respiratory rate to 12 breaths per minute and peak airway pressure approximately 30 cmH\(_2\)O. In order to bias lung tissue pH, 10 mL of each pH buffer (pH 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) was instilled into anatomically distinct regions of the ovine lung through a Flexible APC Probe (ERBE USA Incorporated) inserted down the working channel of the bronchoscope (Pentax EPM-1000) to the distal lung. After 30 minutes of incubation (to allow buffer dispersal), the packaged fiber-optic optrode was inserted into the lung through the working channel of the bronchoscope to measure the tissue pH at each of the buffer instillation sites. Following the internal tissue measurements with the optrode, ventilation was ceased and each optical probe measurement site was measured by commercial tissue pH probe (Mettler Toledo) via small incisions made vertically through the lung. Measurements were taken from this central site and from ~5 mm either side of this in order to best sample the region the optical probe was inserted into. A comparison of tissue pH and blood pH was also measured in an EVLP model. To perform perfusion, a complete circuit was formed with the Peristaltic Pump (504 Du IP55 Washdown, Watson-Marlow) tube feeding into the pulmonary artery and out of the left ventricle to the collection reservoir. Any open blood vessels were clamped or sutured closed to prevent leakage of perfusate. The circuit was perfused with Hank’s Buffered Salt Solution (HBSS, Gibco) supplemented with 5% foetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 250 ml freshly harvested human blood. A total of 5000 U of heparin was added to the circuit in a final volume of 2 L. Ventilation was performed as previously described for 3 hours, with 500 µl blood samples removed from the circuit hourly. Ventilation was subsequently stopped, with continuing perfusion. Blood samples were then collected every 10 minutes for 60 minutes. All samples were probed with the commercial pH meter at the time of collection.
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